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Mao Last Dancer Young Readers Edition
One day, not so very many years ago, a small peasant boy was chosen to study ballet at the Beijing Dance Academy.
His mother urged him to take this chance of a lifetime. But Li was only eleven years old and he was scared and lonely,
pushed away from all that he had ever known and loved. He hated the strict training routines and the strange place he
had been brought to. All he wanted to do was go home – to his mother, father and six brothers, to his own small village.
But soon Li realised that his mother was right. He had the chance to do something special with his life – and he never
turned back . . . Visit the official Mao's Laster Dancer Movie website maoslastdancermovie.com
Saroo Brierley’s journey home to a small village in India with the help of Google Earth became an internationally
bestselling book and inspired the major motion picture LION. But the story of how his adoptive mother, Sue, came into
his life half a world away in Tasmania is every bit as riveting. In this uplifting and deeply personal book Sue reveals for
the first time her own traumatic childhood. The daughter of a violent alcoholic whose business gambles left her family
destitute, she grew up in geographic and emotional isolation. When Sue married and broke free of her father she was
determined to also sever the cycle of despair, and made the selfless decision not to have a biological child. Instead,
inspired by a vision she’d had as a young girl, she chose to adopt two children in need – Saroo and Mantosh. Little did
she imagine that twenty-five years later she would be portrayed on screen by another Australian mother who chose to
adopt – Nicole Kidman. Moving and inspiring, Lioness explores the myth of motherhood, how families are formed in many
ways, and how love and perseverance can bring us together.
Dr Munjed Al Muderis grew up in Iraq during Saddam Hussein's reign. He went to school with Saddam's sons, then
started his medical training at Basra University just as the Iran.Iraq War began. One day, as he was working as a trainee
surgeon at the Saddam Hussein Medical Centre, he and his colleagues were ordered to remove the tops of the ears of
army deserters. He could not bring himself to act in defiance of the medical code of conduct and cause intentional harm,
so he had no choice but to flee Baghdad that same day. In Kuala Lumpur he paid people smugglers to get him to
Australia, where he was incarcerated in a detention centre and known only as '982'. After nine months of being
repeatedly brutalised for standing up for himself and other detainees, Munjed was finally freed. But he had to start his
medical training again, from scratch. Now, 15 years later, Munjed is at the forefront of orthopaedic medicine as he
pioneers a new form of prosthesis that, ironically, transforms the lives of soldiers mutilated in the Iraq War. 'Walking Free'
is the extraordinary story of a clever young man, born into one of Iraq's ruling families, who was forced to flee the country
of his birth and forge a new and extraordinary life in Australia.
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After his father's heart attack in 1984, Peter Godwin began a series of pilgrimages back to Zimbabwe, the land of his
birth, from Manhattan, where he now lives. On these frequent visits to check on his elderly parents, he bore witness to
Zimbabwe's dramatic spiral downwards into the jaws of violent chaos, presided over by an increasingly enraged dictator.
And yet long after their comfortable lifestyle had been shattered and millions were fleeing, his parents refuse to leave,
steadfast in their allegiance to the failed state that has been their adopted home for 50 years. Then Godwin discovered a
shocking family secret that helped explain their loyalty. Africa was his father's sanctuary from another identity, another
world. When a Crocodile Eats the Sun is a stirring memoir of the disintegration of a family set against the collapse of a
country. But it is also a vivid portrait of the profound strength of the human spirit and the enduring power of love.
At the age of eleven, Li Cunxin was one of the privileged few selected to serve in Chairman Mao's Cultural Revolution by
studying at the Beijing Dance Academy. Having known bitter poverty in his rural China home, ballet would be his family's
best chance for a better future. From one hardship to another, Cunxin demonstrated perseverance and an appetite for
success that led him to be chosen as one of the first two people to leave Mao's China and go to American to dance on a
special cultural exchange. But life in the U.S. was nothing like his communist indoctrination had led him to believe.
Ultimately, he defected to the west in a dramatic media storm, and went on to dance with the Houston Ballet for sixteen
years. This inspiring story of passion, resilience, and a family's love captures the harsh reality of life in Mao's communist
China and the exciting world of professional dance. This compelling memoir includes photos documenting Li's
extraordinary life.
Yang Jisheng’s The World Turned Upside Down is the definitive history of the Cultural Revolution, in withering and
heartbreaking detail. As a major political event and a crucial turning point in the history of the People’s Republic of
China, the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (1966–1976) marked the zenith as well as the nadir of Mao Zedong’s
ultra-leftist politics. Reacting in part to the Soviet Union’s "revisionism" that he regarded as a threat to the future of
socialism, Mao mobilized the masses in a battle against what he called "bourgeois" forces within the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP). This ten-year-long class struggle on a massive scale devastated traditional Chinese culture as well as the
nation’s economy. Following his groundbreaking and award-winning history of the Great Famine, Tombstone, Yang
Jisheng here presents the only history of the Cultural Revolution by an independent scholar based in mainland China,
and makes a crucial contribution to understanding those years' lasting influence today. The World Turned Upside Down
puts every political incident, major and minor, of those ten years under extraordinary and withering scrutiny, and arrives
in English at a moment when contemporary Chinese governance is leaning once more toward a highly centralized power
structure and Mao-style cult of personality.
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Jin Xing is a former prima ballerina, one of the brightest stars of the Shanghai Ballet. But her journey to international
fame has been fraught with difficulty because Jin Xing was in fact born a man. From an early age she was intensely
uncomfortable with her gender. Unable to understand or put words to her feelings, she immersed herself in ballet
dancing, her first love. Aged 9, she joined the People's Liberation Army, where she received both dance and military
training and attained the rank of colonel. The curtains opened on a new act in her life when, at the age of 19, she
received a scholarship to study dance in New York. It was there that she discovered for the first time that it was possible
to change sex. In an instant, what had been the province of dreams became a real opportunity. She took the courageous
decision to return to China to face the authorities, quit the army, and confront the world with her decision to become a
woman.
Niu-Niu was four years old when, amidst the rubble of charred books and tattered curtains that had been her comfortable
"bourgeois" home, she watched in horror the mindless beating of her helpless parents, and saw them bloody and with
shaven heads, taken away for what seemed like forever. That traumatic day marked the end of Niu-Niu's innocent
childhood. Two days after she was born, on May 16, 1966, Mao Zedung began his "Great Cultural Revolution," which
caused untold suffering. Niu-Niu's "intellectual" family were among the tens of thousands of Chinese people cruelly
persecuted and even murdered in the name of the "Social Revolution." For the next nine years, Niu-Niu's life became a
nightmare in which human kindness and reason all but disappeared, where violence and hunger were the order of the
day. Even after the end of the Cultural Revolution, when Niu-Niu attended university in Beijing, she found Chinese
society rigid, puritanical and small-minded.
SHORT-LISTED: CBCA Picture Book of the Year, 2018 'Anne Spudvilas is one of Australia's most talented visual artists.
Her illustrations are full of emotion and beauty. Anne's Swan Lake is simply enchanting and sublime!' Li Cunxin, author of
Mao's Last Dancer and Artistic Director, Queensland Ballet The iconic ballet Swan Lake, the tragic love story of a
princess transformed into a swan by an evil sorcerer, has been revered for more than a century. In this atmospheric
adaptation, Anne Spudvilas reimagines the classic tale of passion, betrayal and heartbreak in the dramatic riverscape of
the Murray-Darling.
Winner of the 2021 Michael Crouch Award, debut category of the National Biography Award: From famine to freedom,
how a young boy fled Chairman Mao's China to a new life in Australia Andrew Kwong was only seven when he witnessed
his first execution. The grim scene left him sleepless, anxious and doubtful about his commitment as a revolutionary in
Mao's New China. Yet he knew if he devoted himself to the Party and its Chairman he would be saved. That's what his
teacher told him. Months later, it was his own father on trial. This time the sentence was banishment to a re-education
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camp, not death. It left the family tainted, despised, and with few means of survival during the terrible years of
persecution and famine known as the Great Leap Forward. Even after his father returned, things remained desperate.
Escape seemed the only solution, and it would be twelve-year-old Andrew who undertook the perilous journey first. This
is the poignant, resonant story of a young boy's awakening – to survival, education, fulfilment, and eventually to a new life
of freedom. PRAISE 'An incredibly powerful book' Benjamin Law '[A] moving family saga, shot through with yearning and
hard-won joy' Fiona Capp, Sydney Morning Herald 'This book will live on in your heart long after you've read the last
page' Vicki Laveau-Harvie, author of The Erratics 'Heart-breaking, honest, personal, Andrew Kwong's moving journey
from oppression to freedom is inspiring' Susanne Gervay, OAM, author 'A work of startling clarity ... reminiscent of
Angela's Ashes' South China Morning Post Magazine 'Deeply moving ... The unique perspective of a child ... places One
Bright Moon in the vicinity of Night, Elie Wiesel's pathbreaking memoir of his early life prior to and of his time in German
concentration camps' Meenakshi Bharat, IIC Quarterly 'A few pages into this compelling memoir proves it was written by
a master storyteller' Sharon Rundle, Australian Book Review 'A profoundly moving and spellbinding story that perfectly
illuminates the terror of the times and the irrepressible yearning for something better' Carol Major, author and writing
mentor 'One Bright Moon is extraordinary writing that encapsulates long-term hunger as a background feature of daily life
in Mao's New China. In the foreground are images of adults and children populating the world of the pre-teenage boy
with a photographic memory who would later write of them. The book is rich archival material for the study of China's
social history' Mabel Lee, PhD FAHA, writer and translator 'Reading this memoir is a healing experience' Devika
Brendon, author and editor
Osher Gunsberg, one of Australia's most loved celebrities, opens up in a powerful, dark, funny and heartwrenching
memoir about life, love and living with mental illness. It's hard to remember a time when Osher Gunsberg (or Andrew G
as he was then) wasn't on TV - he's just always been there, looking at ease in the spotlight, beaming a big smile, with a
questionable haircut. He was there hanging out with The Offspring backstage at the Warped Tour on Channel V;
announcing to a national audience of three million people that Guy Sebastian was our first Australian Idol; and later
capturing the heart of the nation by hosting every season of The Bachelor, The Bachelorette and now Bachelor in
Paradise. But while everything looks great from the outside, the real picture has not always been quite so rosy. Osher
has always known he's different to most people. Struggling with anxiety, panic attacks and weight issues since he was
young, he tried for years to drink away the anxiety and depression. He ended up unemployed, divorced, suicidal and
certifiable on the other side of the world, yet somehow he managed to put the broken pieces of his mind back together
and make a life for himself again. He lives with a mental illness - and he's come to terms with it to live an authentic, rich
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and fulfilling life. A revealing, raw, funny and heartfelt memoir from one of Australia's most well-known and well-liked
celebrities.
"Don't expect just tulle and toe shoes. In this fascinating insider's tale, NYCB dancer Pazcoguin reveals her world. . . . A
striking debut." —People Award-winning New York City Ballet soloist Georgina Pazcoguin, aka the Rogue Ballerina, gives
readers a backstage tour of the real world of elite ballet—the gritty, hilarious, sometimes shocking truth you don’t see
from the orchestra circle. In this love letter to the art of dance and the sport that has been her livelihood, NYCB’s first
Asian American female soloist Georgina Pazcoguin lays bare her unfiltered story of leaving small-town Pennsylvania for
New York City and training amid the unique demands of being a hybrid professional athlete/artist, all before finishing high
school. She pitches us into the fascinating, whirling shoes of dancers in one of the most revered ballet companies in the
world with an unapologetic sense of humor about the cutthroat, survival-of-the-fittest mentality at NYCB. Some swan
dives are literal: even in the ballet, there are plenty of face-plants, backstage fights, late-night parties, and raucous
company bonding sessions. Rocked by scandal in the wake of the #MeToo movement, NYCB sits at an inflection point,
inching toward progress in a strictly traditional culture, and Pazcoguin doesn’t shy away from ballet’s dark side. She
continues to be one of the few dancers openly speaking up against the sexual harassment, mental abuse, and racism
that in the past went unrecognized or was tacitly accepted as par for the course—all of which she has painfully
experienced firsthand. Tying together Pazcoguin’s fight for equality in the ballet with her infectious and deeply moving
passion for her craft, Swan Dive is a page-turning, one-of-a-kind account that guarantees you'll never view a ballerina or
a ballet the same way again.
Determination meets dance in this middle grade adaptation of the New York Times bestselling memoir by the first AfricanAmerican principal dancer in American Ballet Theatre history, Misty Copeland. As the first African-American principal
dancer at the American Ballet Theatre, Misty Copeland has been breaking down all kinds of barriers in the world of
dance. But when she first started dancing—at the late age of thirteen—no one would have guessed the shy,
underprivileged girl would one day make history in her field. Her road to excellence was not easy—a chaotic home life,
with several siblings and a single mother, was a stark contrast to the control and comfort she found on stage. And when
her home life and incredible dance promise begin to clash, Misty had to learn to stand up for herself and navigate a
complex relationship with her mother, while pursuing her ballet dreams. Life in Motion is a story for all the kids who dare
to be different, dream bigger, and want to break stereotypes in whatever they do.
Provocative, inspiring, and unflinchingly honest, My Grandfather's Son is the story of one of America's most remarkable
and controversial leaders, Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas, told in his own words. Thomas speaks out,
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revealing the pieces of his life he holds dear, detailing the suffering and injustices he has overcome, including the
acrimonious and polarizing Senate hearing involving a former aide, Anita Hill, and the depression and despair it created
in his own life and the lives of those closest to him. In this candid and deeply moving memoir, a quintessential American
tale of hardship and grit, Clarence Thomas recounts his astonishing journey for the first time.
A powerful story of friendship, bravery, and a desperate bid for freedom, inspired by true events. Ming survived the
famine that killed his parents during China's "Great Leap Forward", and lives a hard but adequate life, working in the
fields. When a group of city boys comes to the village as part of a Communist Party re-education program, Ming and his
friends aren't sure what to make of the new arrivals. They're not used to hard labor and village life. But despite his
reservations, Ming befriends a charming city boy called Li. The two couldn't be more different, but slowly they form a
bond over evening swims and shared dreams. But as the bitterness of life under the Party begins to take its toll on both
boys, they begin to imagine the impossible: freedom.
'The best and the worst of our shared humanity...breathtaking and heartbreaking.' The Hon. Dame Quentin Bryce AD
CVO One woman's astonishing journey from unimaginable trauma to becoming a power for good. In 1999, Sierra Leone
was in the midst of a brutal civil war where mindless violence, vicious amputation and the rape of young enslaved women
were the everyday weapons of bloody conflict. It was also where rebel soldiers snatched the young Aminata ContehBiger from her father's arms, then held her captive for months. After she was released, the UNHCR recognised that her
captors still posed a serious threat to her safety. So, still in her teens, she was put on a plane and flown to Australia to
start afresh as a refugee in a land she knew nothing about. It is here that she has proudly built a life, while never allowing
her trauma to define her. Yet it was a near-death experience she suffered during the birth of her child that turned her
attention to the women of Sierra Leone - where they are 200 times more likely to die while having a baby than in
Australia. So she set up the Aminata Maternal Foundation, then returned to the land of her birth to help. This is her story.
PRAISE FOR RISING HEART 'Aminata knocked me out at our first meeting in Sydney some years ago...courage shining
through as she spoke of some of her experiences in Sierra Leone. Her story, Rising Heart, will never leave you; searing,
powerful, disturbing, hopeful.' The Hon. Dame Quentin Bryce AD CVO 'The spirit of Aminata's story will stay with you
long after you finish reading. Rising Heart has refuelled my sense of perspective and purpose. Aminata's courage in
sharing this intensely personal story is rewarded with the power of inspiring hope. Thank you, Aminata, for sharing.' Yael
Stone, actor and activist 'A powerful read that will make you cry at the injustice and brutality of our world - especially the
treatment of women and girls - but then shed tears of admiration and hope. Aminata reminds us of the power of an
individual to make a difference. She is an inspirational woman who has brought about extraordinary change, and is a
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shining example of why we must all be good global citizens. What a beautiful Australian story.' Natasha Stott Despoja AO
'A gripping story of courage, survival and redemption.' Wendy McCarthy AO 'An incredible story of hope and
transformation, one that we can all learn from.' Emma Isaacs, Founder and Global CEO, Business Chicks 'Women's
reproductive health is one of the most important factors in determining their quality of life and that of their children.
Aminata's extraordinary efforts in her country of origin will make a life-changing difference to the mothers and children of
Sierra Leone.' Professor Kerryn Phelps AM 'I have met many refugees the world over, and the courage of Aminata's
personal account as a survivor of unimaginable cruelty is both disturbing and inspiring. Her unwavering belief in human
kindness in the face of so much adversity is what makes her a role model for so many women and girls.' Louise Aubin,
UNHCR Representative 'Aminata not only gives an important voice to her own intensely personal story but also to the
many forgotten women and girls caught up in war and conflict today. She is a compelling advocate for the rights of these
women and also for the work of the UN Refugee Agency who supports them.' Naomi Steer, National Director Australia for
UNHCR
An amazon.com Spring 2004 Breakout Book.AudioFile Earphones Award Winner, Oct/Nov 2004.This is the true story of how, by
the thinnest thread of a chance, one moment in time changed the course of a small boy's life in ways that are beyond imagination.
One day he would dance with some of the greatest ballet companies of the world. One day he would be a friend to a president and
first lady, movie stars and the most influential people in America. One day he would become a star: Mao's last dancer, and the
darling of the West. Here is Li Cunxin's own story, a beautiful, rich account of an inspirational life, told with honesty, dignity and
pride. €Œ[A] heartening rags-to-riches story€¥ €" Publisher's Weekly€ŒThe listener's interest never flags €¦ [Paul English] imbues
the narrative with ingenuousness and enthusiasm. The result is an audiobook that is superior to its source.€¥ €" AudioFile
"Originally published in hardcover in slightly different form in the United States by Alfred A. Knopf, an imprint of Random House
Children's Books, New York, in 2014"--Title page verso.
Red Star, White Nights: The Life and Death of Yuri Soloviev is a biography of one of history's greatest dancers, who ended his
own life in a snow-bound Russian dacha in 1977 at the age of thirty-six. The book is also a personal memoir by Lisa Whitaker, who
befriended Soloviev when he toured Australia in 1969. And it is autobiography, too, describing Whitaker's travels to Russia after
Perestroika to find his family and uncover the mystery of his fate. Soloviev was a government-decorated icon in the USSR, and an
international star as well. On tour with the Kirov, he was idolized by audiences and critics. In words and more than one hundred
photos, many never before published, his phenomenal talent lives again. The book is the culmination of decades of research,
during which the authors interviewed Soloviev's family, friends, and colleagues to peel back layers of accrued myth and reduction.
Soloviev's suicide was his response to both personal and institutional repression, a bombshell hurled at Soviet officialdom.
Soloviev's psychology reflected the stringency of the Soviet system and the individual vagaries of a turbulent family. Red Star,
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White Nights is informed by Whitaker's experience in Russian research and Lobenthal's many accounts of Russian culture and
ballet. The book weaves together Soloviev's story with multiple epochs of Soviet history: the 1917 revolution, Stalin's purges of the
1930s, World War II, the "thaw" of the 1950s and '60s, the stagnation of the '70s. Preserved on video, Soloviev's talent continues
to astound, while his life and death continue to haunt. Red Star, White Nights illuminates the many facets of this most enigmatic of
ballet stars.
The story of three generations in twentieth-century China that blends the intimacy of memoir and the panoramic sweep of
eyewitness history—a bestselling classic in thirty languages with more than ten million copies sold around the world, now with a
new introduction from the author. An engrossing record of Mao’s impact on China, an unusual window on the female experience
in the modern world, and an inspiring tale of courage and love, Jung Chang describes the extraordinary lives and experiences of
her family members: her grandmother, a warlord’s concubine; her mother’s struggles as a young idealistic Communist; and her
parents’ experience as members of the Communist elite and their ordeal during the Cultural Revolution. Chang was a Red Guard
briefly at the age of fourteen, then worked as a peasant, a “barefoot doctor,” a steelworker, and an electrician. As the story of
each generation unfolds, Chang captures in gripping, moving—and ultimately uplifting—detail the cycles of violent drama visited on
her own family and millions of others caught in the whirlwind of history.
The summer of 1972, before I turned nine, danger began knocking on doors all over China. Nine-year-old Ling has a very happy
life. Her parents are both dedicated surgeons at the best hospital in Wuhan, and her father teaches her English as they listen to
Voice of America every evening on the radio. But when one of Mao's political officers moves into a room in their apartment, Ling
begins to witness the gradual disintegration of her world. In an atmosphere of increasing mistrust and hatred, Ling fears for the
safety of her neighbors, and soon, for herself and her family. For the next four years, Ling will suffer more horrors than many
people face in a lifetime. Will she be able to grow and blossom under the oppressive rule of Chairman Mao? Or will fighting to
survive destroy her spirit—and end her life? Revolution Is Not a Dinner Party is a 2008 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the
Year.
"I was born in southern China in 1962, in the tiny town of Yellow Stone. They called it the Year of Great Starvation." In 1962, as
millions of Chinese citizens were gripped by Mao Zedong's Cultural Revolution and the Red Guards enforced a brutal regime of
communism, a boy was born to a poor family in southern China. This family—the Chens—had once been respected landlords in the
village of Yellow Stone, but now they were among the least fortunate families in the country, despised for their "capitalist" past.
Grandpa Chen couldn't leave the house for fear of being beaten to death; the children were spit upon in the street; and their father
was regularly hauled off to labor camps, leaving the family of eight without a breadwinner. Da Chen, the youngest child, seemed
destined for a life of poverty, shame, and hunger. But winning humor and an indomitable spirit can be found in the most
unexpected places. Colors of the Mountain is a story of triumph, a memoir of a boyhood full of spunk, mischief, and love. The
young Da Chen is part Horatio Alger, part Holden Caul-field; he befriends a gang of young hoodlums as well as the elegant,
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elderly Chinese Baptist woman who teaches him English and opens the door to a new life. Chen's remarkable story is full of
unforgettable scenes of rural Chinese life: feasting on oysters and fried peanuts on New Year's Day, studying alongside
classmates who wear red armbands and quote Mao, and playing and working in the peaceful rice fields near his village. Da Chen's
story is both captivating and endearing, filled with the universal human quality that distinguishes the very best memoirs. It proves
once again that the concerns of childhood transcend time and place.
'This is your one chance. You have your secret dreams. Follow them! Make them come true . . . ' In a poor village in northern
China, a small boy is about to be taken away from everything he's ever known. He is so afraid, but his mother urges him to follow
his dreams. For soon he will become a dancer, one of the finest dancers in the world . . . So begins The Peasant Prince, the true
story of Li Cunxin's extraordinary life. Based upon his internationally best-selling memoir, Mao's Last Dancer, this remarkable
picture book captures the essence of one of the most inspiring stories to come from China in many years. With hauntingly beautiful
illustrations by award-winning artist Anne Spudvilas, Li's journey of courage and determination is simply told, and as powerful as
any fairytale.
Most people cannot remember when their childhood ended. I, on the other hand, have a crystal-clear memory of that moment. It
happened at night in the summer of 1966, when my elementary school headmaster hanged himself. In 1966 Moying, a student at
a prestigious language school in Beijing, seems destined for a promising future. Everything changes when student Red Guards
begin to orchestrate brutal assaults, violent public humiliations, and forced confessions. After watching her teachers and
headmasters beaten in public, Moying flees school for the safety of home, only to witness her beloved grandmother denounced,
her home ransacked, her father's precious books flung onto the back of a truck, and Baba himself taken away. From labor camp,
Baba entrusts a friend to deliver a reading list of banned books to Moying so that she can continue to learn. Now, with so much of
her life at risk, she finds sanctuary in the world of imagination and learning. This inspiring memoir follows Moying Li from age
twelve to twenty-two, illuminating a complex, dark time in China's history as it tells the compelling story of one girl's difficult but
determined coming-of-age during the Cultural Revolution. Snow Falling in Spring is a 2009 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of
the Year.
A story about family, loyalty, kindness and bravery, set against an all-too-possible future where climate change has forever
changed the way we live. In a world where real bees are extinct, the quickest, bravest kids climb the fruit trees and pollinate the
flowers by hand. Peony lives with her sister, Magnolia, and her grandfather on a fruit farm outside the city. All Peony really wants
is to be a bee. Even though she is only nine — and bees must be ten — Peony already knows all there is to know about being a bee
and she is determined to achieve her dream. Life on the farm is a scrabble, but there is enough to eat and a place to sleep, and
there is love. Then Peony’s mother arrives to take her away from everything she has ever known. Peony is taken to the city to
work for a wealthy family. Will Peony’s grit and quick thinking be enough to keep her safe? How to Bee is a beautiful and fierce
novel for younger readers, and the voice of Peony will stay with you long after you read the last page. Correlates to the Common
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Core State Standards in English Language Arts: CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.6 Describe how a narrator's or speaker's point of
view influences how events are described.
A brave and uplifting story about friendship and acceptance from award-winning Nova Weetman.Meg uses Sick Bay to hide from
other kids. She's struggling with changes at home, wears slippers to school and buries her head in books. New girl Riley is a type
1 diabetic with an over-protective mother. She'd rather chat with her friends than go to Sick Bay, but sometimes she has no choice.
They think they've worked each other out, but what if they've got it all wrong? On the brink of high school, Meg and Riley need a
place where they can find the courage to be themselves.
"An alphabetic celebration of the world of ballet"-The dramatic real life stories of four young people caught up in the mass exodus of Shanghai in the wake of China's 1949
Communist revolution--a heartrending precursor to the struggles faced by emigrants today. "A true page-turner . . . [Helen] Zia has
proven once again that history is something that happens to real people."--New York Times bestselling author Lisa See NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR AND THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR - LONGLISTED FOR THE
PEN/JACQUELINE BOGRAD WELD AWARD FOR BIOGRAPHY Shanghai has historically been China's jewel, its richest, most
modern and westernized city. The bustling metropolis was home to sophisticated intellectuals, entrepreneurs, and a thriving middle
class when Mao's proletarian revolution emerged victorious from the long civil war. Terrified of the horrors the Communists would
wreak upon their lives, citizens of Shanghai who could afford to fled in every direction. Seventy years later, members of the last
generation to fully recall this massive exodus have revealed their stories to Chinese American journalist Helen Zia, who
interviewed hundreds of exiles about their journey through one of the most tumultuous events of the twentieth century. From these
moving accounts, Zia weaves together the stories of four young Shanghai residents who wrestled with the decision to abandon
everything for an uncertain life as refugees in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the United States. Benny, who as a teenager became the
unwilling heir to his father's dark wartime legacy, must decide either to escape to Hong Kong or navigate the intricacies of a newly
Communist China. The resolute Annuo, forced to flee her home with her father, a defeated Nationalist official, becomes an
unwelcome exile in Taiwan. The financially strapped Ho fights deportation from the U.S. in order to continue his studies while his
family struggles at home. And Bing, given away by her poor parents, faces the prospect of a new life among strangers in America.
The lives of these men and women are marvelously portrayed, revealing the dignity and triumph of personal survival. Herself the
daughter of immigrants from China, Zia is uniquely equipped to explain how crises like the Shanghai transition affect children and
their families, students and their futures, and, ultimately, the way we see ourselves and those around us. Last Boat Out of
Shanghai brings a poignant personal angle to the experiences of refugees then and, by extension, today. "Zia's portraits are
compassionate and heartbreaking, and they are, ultimately, the universal story of many families who leave their homeland as
refugees and find less-than-welcoming circumstances on the other side."--Amy Tan, author of The Joy Luck Club
Hope in a Ballet Shoe tells the story of Michaela DePrince. Growing up in war-torn Sierra Leone, she witnessed atrocities that no
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child ever should. Her father was killed by rebels and her mother died of famine. Sent to an orphanage, Michaela was mistreated
and saw the brutal murder of her favourite teacher. Then Michaela and her best friend are adopted by an American couple, and
Michaela begins to take dance lessons. But life in the States isn't without difficulties. Unfortunately, tragedy can find its way to
Michaela in America, too, and her past can feel like it's haunting her. The world of ballet is a racist one, and Michaela has to fight
for a place amongst the ballet elite, hearing the words 'America's not ready for a black girl ballerina.' And yet . . . Today, Michaela
DePrince is an international ballet star, dancing for The Dutch National Ballet at the age of nineteen. This is a heart-breaking,
inspiring autobiography by a teenager who shows us that, beyond everything, there is always hope for a better future.
Bunheads meets The Kicks in this third novel in this entertaining middle grade series from New York Times bestselling author,
dancer, model, and actress Maddie Ziegler! Harper and her fellow Dance Starz are headed to New York City for the big national
competition! Not only will they be up against their arch-rivals, the Belles, but Harper will also face off against her old dance team.
Does Harper have what it takes to finally prove that she belongs on the big stage?
Winner, Book of the Year and Biography of the Year, Australian Book Industry Awards, 2016 Heartbreaking, joyous, traumatic,
intimate and revelatory, Reckoning is the book where Magda Szubanski, one of Australia's most beloved performers, tells her
story. In this extraordinary memoir, Magda describes her journey of self-discovery from a suburban childhood, haunted by the
demons of her father's espionage activities in wartime Poland and by her secret awareness of her sexuality, to the complex
dramas of adulthood and her need to find out the truth about herself and her family. With courage and compassion she addresses
her own frailties and fears, and asks the big questions about life, about the shadows we inherit and the gifts we pass on. Honest,
poignant, utterly captivating, Reckoning announces the arrival of a fearless writer and natural storyteller. It will touch the lives of its
readers. Magda Szubanski is one of Australia’s best known and most loved performers. She began her career in university
revues, then appeared in a number of sketch comedy shows before creating the iconic character of Sharon Strzelecki in ABCTV’s Kath and Kim. She has also acted in films (Babe, Babe: Pig in the City, Happy Feet, The Golden Compass) and stage
shows. Reckoning is her first book. ‘A brave and tender book about everything that matters most in life.’ Cate Blanchett ‘This is a
remarkable memoir, that weaves the tragedy of twentieth century history into a personal narrative of coming to terms with family
and self, and manages to honour both stories. The writing is assured and controlled, the storytelling expert and thoughtful, the
language eloquent and moving. The writing, the story, the voice—all of it is beautiful.’ Christos Tsiolkas ‘A memoir that will dazzle
every kind of reader...Reckoning is a riveting, overwhelmingly poignant autobiography by a woman of genius. It is a book about
how someone might live with the idea of killing the thing they love. It is a story of love and death and redemption and a daughter’s
love for her father. It is an extraordinary hymn to the tragic heroism at the heart of ordinary life and the soaring moral scrutiny of
womankind. Every library should have it, every school should teach it.’ Weekend Australian ‘Unlike most autobiographies by
famous people, Reckoning has substance beyond the writer’s fame...Szubanski’s fine memoir, written with great style, adds
another layer to our history.’ Crikey ‘This is documentary writing of the highest order and Szubanski has given life to an incredible
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war story...This tale of war and suburbia, sexuality and comedy, is likely to be the most popular Australian book of the year.’
Age/Sydney Morning Herald ‘This is an inspiring memoir of a woman who faced her demons, sought treatment for depression and
overcame disappointments.’ Good Reading ‘A page-turner...[Szubanski] is articulate and likeable as she tries to reconcile herself
with the many difficult aspects of her past.’ New Zealand Herald 'Reckoning is a beautiful and moving story of a serious,
thoughtful and complex person.' Paul Barclay, ABC Radio National Books and Arts, Best Books 2015 ‘Magda Szubanski’s brave,
compassionate—and hilarious—Reckoning may be some sort of masterpiece of the form.’ Australian, Best Books 2015 ‘A deeply
personal read—sometimes uncomfortable so—but Magda is an honest, forthright guide, and her love for her parents (and her
siblings, especially older sister Barbara) shine through. This is not a sentimental read, nor is it a self-pitying one, but it’s a warm,
intelligent, brave and occasionally eye-opening one. I found it utterly captivating and came away from it feeling as if Magda had
somehow exonerated the ghosts of her family’s past—or at least come to terms with them.’ Reading Matters ‘This was an
interesting read that I would highly recommend to both those who have heard of Magda and for those who haven’t. I am definitely
going to be checking out more of her work. 4/5’ Debra’s Book Cafe ‘Hard hitting and superbly told...If there’s one memoir you
should read this year regardless of whether or not you know the author, it’s this one.’ Worm Hole ‘This memoir uncovers longheld secrets with disarming candour. Not a celebrity exposé as much as a family history, Reckoning is moving and compassionate.
That Szubanski can act is a given fact; that she can also write is revelatory.’ Best Books of 2016, Sydney Morning Herald ‘Magda
Szubanski’s memoir, Reckoning, appealed to the genre-loving reader in me. It felt as if I was watching hundreds of movies;
wartime espionage, the migrant’s journey, the coming-of-age school saga, the uni student’s journey at the height of 1970s
feminism, and more. It was epic, but so uniquely Australian and despite our different upbringings, it felt personal. As if it was
written specifically for that younger me who took forever to feel comfortable in her own skin, so she could take on the world.’
Melina Marchetta, Best Books of 2016, Guardian ‘Magda Szubanski lays bare her remarkable family history in the beautifully
written, powerful and at time harrowing Reckoning...One of the finest memoirs of the year, through all of the dark places,
Reckoning never loses sight of her remarkable wit.’ SBS ‘Honest, poignant, utterly captivating, Reckoning announces the arrival
of a fearless writer and natural storyteller. It will touch the lives of its readers.’ Starts at 60 p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 12.0px Helvetica; -webkit-text-stroke: #000000} span.s1 {font-kerning: none}
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF 2018 BY New York Times Critics • Wall Street Journal • Kirkus Reviews Christian
Science Monitor • San Francisco Chronicle Finalist for the PEN Jacqueline Bograd Weld Biography Award Shortlisted for the J.
Anthony Lukas Book Prize The deeply reported story of one indelible family transplanted from rural China to New York City,
forging a life between two worlds In 2014, in a snow-covered house in Flushing, Queens, a village revolutionary from Southern
China considered his options. Zhuang Liehong was the son of a fisherman, the former owner of a small tea shop, and the spark
that had sent his village into an uproar—pitting residents against a corrupt local government. Under the alias Patriot Number One,
he had stoked a series of pro-democracy protests, hoping to change his home for the better. Instead, sensing an impending
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crackdown, Zhuang and his wife, Little Yan, left their infant son with relatives and traveled to America. With few contacts and only
a shaky grasp of English, they had to start from scratch. In Patriot Number One, Hilgers follows this dauntless family through a
world hidden in plain sight: a byzantine network of employment agencies and language schools, of underground asylum brokers
and illegal dormitories that Flushing’s Chinese community relies on for survival. As the irrepressibly opinionated Zhuang and the
more pragmatic Little Yan pursue legal status and struggle to reunite with their son, we also meet others piecing together a new
life in Flushing. Tang, a democracy activist who was caught up in the Tiananmen Square crackdown in 1989, is still dedicated to
his cause after more than a decade in exile. Karen, a college graduate whose mother imagined a bold American life for her, works
part-time in a nail salon as she attends vocational school, and refuses to look backward. With a novelist’s eye for character and
detail, Hilgers captures the joys and indignities of building a life in a new country—and the stubborn allure of the American dream.

The daughter of a wealthy Hong Kong businessman describes her very difficult childhood and the psychological abuse
she suffered at the hands of her stepmother
“The most revealing book ever published on Mao, perhaps on any dictator in history.”—Professor Andrew J. Nathan,
Columbia University From 1954 until Mao Zedong's death twenty-two years later, Dr. Li Zhisui was the Chinese ruler's
personal physician, which put him in daily—and increasingly intimate—contact with Mao and his inner circle. in The Private
Life of Chairman Mao, Dr. Li vividly reconstructs his extraordinary experience at the center of Mao's decadent imperial
court. Dr. Li clarifies numerous long-standing puzzles, such as the true nature of Mao's feelings toward the United States
and the Soviet Union. He describes Mao's deliberate rudeness toward Khrushchev and reveals the actual catalyst of
Nixon's historic visit. Here are also surprising details of Mao's personal depravity (we see him dependent on barbiturates
and refusing to wash, dress, or brush his teeth) and the sexual politics of his court. To millions of Chinese, Mao was more
god than man, but for Dr. Li, he was all too human. Dr. Li's intimate account of this lecherous, paranoid tyrant, callously
indifferent to the suffering of his people, will forever alter our view of Chairman Mao and of China under his rule. Praise
for The Private Life of Chairman Mao “From now one no one will be able to pretend to understand Chairman Mao's place
in history without reference to this revealing account.”—Professor Lucian Pye, Massachusetts Institute of Technology “Dr.
Li does for Mao what the physician Lord Moran's memoir did for Winston Churchill—turns him into a human being. Here is
Mao unveiled: eccentric, demanding, suspicious, unregretful, lascivious, and unfailingly fascinating. Our view of Mao will
never be the same again.”—Ross Terrill, author of China in Our Time “An extraordinarily intimate portrait of Mao. [Dr. Li]
portrays [Mao's imperial court] as a place of boundless decadence, licentiousness, selfishness, relentless toadying and
cutthroat political intrigue.”—Richard Bernstein, The New York Times “One of the most provocative books on Mao to
appear since the publication of Edgar Snow's Red Star Over China.”—Paul G. Pickowicz, The Wall Street Journal
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The true story of a poor Chinese peasant boy who, plucked unsuspectingly at the age of ten from millions of others
across the land to be trained as a ballet dancer, turned the situation to his advantage to become one of the world's
greatest ballet stars.Simply told, with charm, humour and compassion and at times, great drama. His childhood, despite
the terrible hardships, is drawn with love and affection and contrasts starkly with the seven lonely years of gruelling
training at the Peking Dance Academy. At the age of l8, Li performs at the Houston Ballet school in the US, which leads
to his dramatic defection.This is a condensed edition, specially for younger readers, and has an Afterword especially for
children.
For readers of Mao’s Last Dancer comes the inspiring true story of a world-famous acrobat who left communist China to
begin a new life in Australia. Jingjing Xue was born in China in 1947, during a period of civil war. Jingjing, left in an
orphanage in Shanghai, was destined to a life of hardship before officials singled him out and enlisted him to train with
the Shanghai Acrobatics School. Shanghai Acrobat tells the moving story of Jingjing’s rise from poverty to become an
admired performer in China and beyond. Through the turbulent period of the Cultural Revolution, he realised the value of
freedom. This is a story of hope and perseverance, of overcoming adversity and of finding a place to belong. ‘A
beautifully written book ... a poignant, riveting story of determination and perseverance against the odds. This is a
success story that will resonate for those from all over the world who have called Australia home.’ —Andrew Kwong,
author of One Bright Moon ‘Inspiring . . . the richness of detail, along with the photographs, reveal a marvelous story of
endurance and fortitude.’ —Kirkus
Jung-ling's family considers her bad luck because her mother died giving birth to her. They discriminate against her and
make her feel unwanted yet she yearns and continuously strives for her parents' love. Her stepmother is vindictive and
cruel and her father dismissive. Jung-ling grows up to be an academic child, with a natural ability for writing. Only her
aunt and grandfather offer her any love and kindness. The story is of survival in the light of the mental and physical
cruelty of her stepmother and the disloyalty of her siblings. Jung-ling blossoms in spite of everything and the story ends
as her father agrees to let her study in England. A Puffin Modern Classic edition of this bestselling autobiography,
celebrating ten years of publication.
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